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Problem Description:
This document shows that how to connect WISE-2410 with WISE-6610, and receive data
result will be shown on the Node-Red dashboard.

Figure 1. Topology of this scenario.


Brief Solution - Step by Step:
Step 1.

Enter the WISE-6610 gateway.

Default IP: 192.168.1.1
Account: root
Password: root
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Step 2.

Go to “user modules”.

Step 3. If you need to upgrade the “LoRaWAN Gateway” function, DELETE first, then upload
new file.
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Step 4.

Click “LoRaWAN Gateway” to enter the setting page.

Make sure all of these parameters are matching with the “RF module” setting on
WISE-2410-Sxxx.

Or click on “quick setup” for default setting.
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Step 5.
A new tab will pop-up after click on “network server” > “enable” > “network
server (http)”.
Account: root
Password: root
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Step 6.



Create an end node device according the OTAA or ABP method.
If select “commissioned”, which means the node will use OTAA mode for
connecting with a gateway.
If select “active nodes”, which means the node will use ABP mode for
connecting with a gateway.
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Click on “create” in devices in “activated” because this demo is using ABP mode for
connection.

A. DevAddr: the device address of an end node.
 Copy-paste from WISE-2410 “RF module” tab.
B. Profile: select the model name of the WISE-6610 which used for Network Server role.
 In this demo, a US version is used to connect with WISE-2410NA version.
C. App Arguments: the I/O board of the end node.
 In this demo, a WISE-2410 is used.
D. NwkSKey: the network service key address of an end node.
 Copy-paste from WISE-2410 “RF module” tab.
E. AppSKey: the application service key of an end node.
 Copy-paste from WISE-2410 “RF module” tab.
F. Click on “submit” to finish the setting.
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Select “LoRaWAN” for RF operation mode setting on WISE-2410.

Step 7.
Create a “network server” gateway. Copy-paste the MAC address from
“LoRaWAN radio” > “LoRaWAN Gateway Identifier”. Then click on “submit”.
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If there are more than 1 WISE-6610 module, this step should type-in the MAC address of
the gateway which plays “network server” role in the following illustrate.
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Connection results:
1. Click “application server” > “status”. Here shows the end nodes if packets are received
by gateway from an end node. If not received, this page will be empty.

2. Click on “detail”. The gateway will help to pre-parsing the data payload if the “app
arguments” input correctly. If the values are empty, means “App Arguments” input
incorrectly.

3. Received frames page shows the received results. The “FCnt” shows the frame
sequence. If this sequence is in-continuously, means some of the packets were lost.

Continue with setting up:
Step 8.
Enable the Node-Red function on WISE-6610.
Go to “Customization / User Modules / Node-Red / Node-Red” webpage and enable
automatic start function with the port number you prefer. Default port number 1880
is recommended.
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Step 9.
Open a new tab on a browser. Type-in the IP address of the WISE-6610 and
port number of the Node-Red.
Account: root
Password: root

Step 10.

Copy-paste the texts from the notepad.

WISE-2410 to 6610 parsing MQTT.txt

Step 11. Modify all of the device MAC addresses in “Device” function into the MAC of
yours. Then click on “deploy”.
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Parsing results on dashboard:
Click “dashboard / open”. There will be the dashboard created by the program
copy-pasted from the notepad.
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